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THE GALET TRAVELLER USA ENAMEL DIAL

For this special limited edition of 10 pieces, Laurent Ferrier decided to pay a tribute to the USA
as he offers a special enamel dial featuring North America.

Cloisonné champlevé

The outline of the continents is formed using the technique
of cloisonné champlevé that refers to an area hollowed
out in a sheet of white gold, to take enamel. The dial is
divided into compartments where the different colors of
enamel are put.

Case

For this limited edition, the case will be available in 18K/750
210Pd non-rhodiumed plated white gold.

The alligator leather strap will be available in blue, brown or
black.

Details

US retail: $84,000 with ardillon buckle / $87,000 with folding buckle

Limited to 10 pieces only in the US.

Deliveries from Late January 2016
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GALET TRAVELLER
LIMITED SERIES OF 10 PIECES

TECHNICAL DETAILS

Movement:
 Self-winding Calibre LF230.01 chronometer-certified by Besançon Observatory
 Off-centred micro-rotor in 18K solid gold with pawl-fitted unidirectional winding, fixed between the

mainplate and the bridge of the micro-rotor and equipped with a “silent bloc” shock-absorbing system
 Natural escapement with double direct-impulse directly on the balance
 Silicon pallet-lever with self-lubricating properties, escape-wheels in a phosphorous nickel alloy,

produced according to LIGA technology.
 Indications: hours, minutes, small seconds at 6 o’clock, date at 3 o’clock home time at 9 o’clock
 Correctors: crown for winding and time-setting and, on the left side of the case, two push-buttons (+)

and (-) respectively positioned at 10 and 8 o’clock, to adjust the time hour per hour with automatic date
correction.

 Diameter: 14’’’ ( Ø 31.60 mm)
 Thickness: 5,80 mm
 Frequency: 3Hz (21,600 vibrations per hour)
 Power reserve: 80 hours
 288 parts
 44 jewels

AESTHETIC CHARACTERISTICS

Case:
 18K/750 210Pd non-rhodium plated white gold
 Three parts: case middle, bezel and snap-on case-back
 Size: Ø 41 mm (49 mm including the lugs)
 Thickness of the material 10 mm / including the sapphire crystal 12.64 mm
 Domed sapphire crystals, front and back
 Water-resistant to 30 metres
 “Ball-shaped” crown in 18K/750 210Pd non-rhodium plated white gold

Dial:
 Champlevé enamel dial depicting the earth with North America in the centre
 “Teardrop” hour-markers in 18K/750 210Pd white gold
 Bevelled date window at 3 o’clock
 Dual time-zone aperture at 9 o’clock

Hands:
 18K gold
 Hours and minutes: “assegai-shaped”

Strap:
 Hand-sewn, full-skin and square scale
 Available in chestnut brown, blue or black alligator leather
 Alcantara lining

Buckle:
 16 mm ardillon buckle or double-blade folding clasp
 18K/750 210 Pd white gold


